
0:01  
[Music]  
0:15  
let's begin with prayer father we come before you and thank you for your greatness we thank you 
for your word we  
0:20  
thank you that we can trust your word we thank you that in these end days god whatever that 
means one generation or  
0:26  
two father however long it is before you come back we thank you that we can trust that you gave 
us a road map a gps and a  
0:33  
way that we can discern truth from evil from fact from fiction  
0:40  
lord i pray you to open up our eyes open up our hearts open up our minds help us to see things 
the way that you see them  
0:46  
the way that you desire us to see them in yeshua's name everyone said amen all right so for the 
past several  
0:52  
weeks we've been going through uh a series i've entitled end of the age and it's really a a 
breakdown of what  
1:00  
the bible says about prophecy in multiple different stages each part of this series we're going to 
dig a little  
1:06  
bit deeper into topics that not only are interesting topics but they're biblical topics that you need 
to know about as we  
1:13  
air near the end of the age so let's begin and tonight we're going to be talking  
1:18  
about the the finish of really part two of babylon destroyed because we talked about mystery 
babylon we uncovered who  
1:25  
that was we uncovered who the who the uh the of revelation was or the one who rides the scarlet 
beast so if we we  
1:33  
talked about uh multiple things we even got into how many remember larry liberty  
1:39  
talked about that as well so if you don't know who that is you might want to pick up part two and 
go through it's very fascinating uh it might make you  
1:46  
sick as well but in any case we're gonna dig uh deeper into into this tonight and talk about the 
destruction  
1:52  



of babylon and then we're going to spend the majority of the time talking about the beast of 
revelation  
1:58  
what is the beast who are the heads what are the horns what about the little horn what about the 
antichrist where does he  
2:04  
come from we're going to cover all of those topics tonight in the next four and a half hours so 
please take your  
2:11  
seat belts and put them on and lock the doors we're going to get started  
2:17  
all right barna research group back in 2003 said this 98 of christians do not  
2:22  
believe that studying prophecy is is important or a significant part of spiritual growth  
2:29  
98 catch this this even more bothered me to discover that 96 percent of pastors  
2:36  
believe the same thing prophecy is simply not important  
2:43  
how many remember the book of revelation when it says that there is a blessing attached to those 
who study this book  
2:50  
so what we're saying is from our ecclesiastical uh study our ecclesiastical platforms  
2:57  
in churches across the world 96 of pastors believe we don't need that blessing we don't  
3:04  
need to study those things and i have met these people many of uh many people  
3:10  
wonderful god-fearing jesus loving christians do not believe  
3:15  
that study prophecy study of prophecy is important to them at all  
3:20  
those same people i will submit to you if the end of the age happens in their  
3:26  
lifetime will be the first ones on youtube to find out what's going on they'll be the  
3:32  
first ones that want to know what what is this and and i hear this but they'll be the first ones why 
is that  
3:38  
because it is relevant the problem with most 96 to 98 percent  
3:44  
of people out there today that claim to love the lord with all their heart mind soul and strength 
they don't believe  
3:49  
that they're living in the last days if you believed  
3:54  



that we were going to have an economic meltdown in the united states tomorrow you might 
make a change today if you  
4:00  
believed that you were going to have amnesia tomorrow you might start writing down things 
today in a journal  
4:08  
you see what i'm saying it's all a belief system let's continue why study prophecy at all number 
one understanding  
4:14  
prophecy arms the believer against false prophets and false  
4:19  
doctrines it's critical because there is so much  
4:24  
false doctrine in false prophecies that are out there or interpretation of those  
4:30  
prophecies one of them as we will discuss in a further uh uh see part of this series is the  
4:37  
rapture itself the doctrine of the rapture if not understood from a  
4:42  
biblical perspective will radically change the way that you live your life  
4:47  
and the way that you read the scriptures so prophecy must be important because that very 
significant part of prophecy  
4:54  
of dealing with the catching of a way of the saints how that is uncovered or unpacked in the  
4:59  
scriptures or your interpretation of that will affect scores of scriptures and those scores of  
5:05  
scriptures are connected to scores of other scriptures number two it validates the scriptures 
studying prophecy  
5:12  
validates the scriptures if we don't study prophecy for instance  
5:17  
if imagine if we use what i call the law of extrapolation to discover something that's true i always 
extrapolate it so  
5:23  
when i have to make a decision on what is this true or not true i extrapolate it out i say okay if it's 
true here if i  
5:29  
give a silly extreme then it must be true so if study of prophecy is not  
5:34  
important then i should be able to go outside of time transport myself back in time go back to the 
time right before  
5:41  
the birth of the messiah as a believer in god of abraham isaac and jacob i don't know about the 
messiah because  



5:47  
it's the day before the birth of the messiah and what if i have that same philosophy then  
5:53  
the study of prophecy is not important guess what happens i miss  
5:58  
the birth of the son of the living god i don't even know who he is i don't know  
6:03  
when he's going to come i don't even believe when he turns 30 that he is the son of god or the 
rabbi that comes to  
6:09  
teach us all about who he is the study of prophecy is so important  
6:15  
entire ethnic groups ladies and gentlemen in the first century  
6:21  
missed the messiah because of the lack of the study of prophecy number three yeshua is  
6:28  
the spirit of prophecy according to the bible itself so to say revelation 19 10.  
6:33  
so to say that prophecy is not important is literally to say that yeshua is not  
6:39  
important because he's the spirit behind prophecy period number four it points us to living a  
6:45  
holy life it really does and i believe that over time you're going to see that and at the end of the  
6:50  
end of these points i put this number five prophecy is all about preparing  
6:55  
and during the month of elul that time of repentance the month right before uh the tishrei which 
is the the the  
7:02  
beginning of the new year that's why this series is so critical because understanding the end of 
the age  
7:07  
or the what the bible says about what happens when it comes it begins to make you start to think 
about your life  
7:14  
that's what prophecy does and the number one reason to study prophecy i believe is this it's in the  
7:21  
bible now you may laugh  
7:27  
but it really is and there are people that will not want to i have had people  
7:33  
look me in the eye in jim staley's eye and say i do not believe that we should  
7:38  
we should talk about or study prophecy of which i said  
7:44  
so you do not believe that we should talk about this section of scripture no  



7:49  
ladies and gentlemen we can't throw out sections of scripture it's there for a reason amen  
7:55  
all right blessed is he who reads and those who hear the words of this prophecy and heeds the 
things which are  
8:02  
written in it for the time is near so all that being said with the light coming down on that graphic 
of the  
8:08  
scripture itself let's begin part three the end of the age babylon  
8:13  
destroyed jeremiah chapter 51 verse 6. we're going to burn through a lot of scriptures today  
8:19  
51 verse 6. flee from the midst of babylon and everyone save his life do not be cut off in her 
iniquity for  
8:26  
this is the time of the lord's vengeance he shall recompense her now don't you think it's important 
if it says to flee  
8:32  
from babylon you best know what babylon is what if babylon is saint louis missouri  
8:38  
well that's babylon when we better start fleeing whenever we see the things that happen towards 
babylon so it's critical  
8:44  
to know who babylon was and if you don't know that you need to run back to part two and watch 
that  
8:50  
jeremiah 51 49 as babylon has caused the slain of israel to fall so at babylon  
8:55  
the slain of all the earth shall fall it's a little hint there that babylon is people that  
9:02  
part of the people that cause the israel israel people to fall causes israel  
9:07  
falls from the north is where it's going to happen jeremiah 51 48 says then the heavens and the  
9:13  
earth and all that is in them shall sing jealously joyously over babylon for the  
9:20  
plunderers shall come to her from the north so that has given us a geographical location of where 
the  
9:27  
plunderers are where the war is going to come from with israel it's going to come from the north 
or excuse me with babylon  
9:34  
whoever is going to destroy babylon it's not going to come from the south it's going to come 
from north of babylon  
9:41  



and we discovered that in part 2. here's the geographical location of mystery babylon of the bible 
it's located in  
9:48  
saudi arabia arabia it is the four cities on that coastline of the red sea  
9:54  
and the largest being mecca itself and if you remember from part two we discovered that even in 
uh in islam the  
10:02  
prophets of islam prophesy that mecca and medina will be destroyed and then  
10:07  
they will go to jerusalem okay well mecca has never been destroyed so we  
10:12  
know that is a future prophecy and we know that that is the seat of satan or  
10:18  
excuse me that is the the seat of the beast itself of which the king of the north is going to want to 
destroy  
10:26  
it even tells us who the king of the north is says in jeremiah 51 11 just a couple of verses later the 
lord has  
10:32  
raised up the spirit of the kings of the medes for his plan against babylon is to  
10:39  
destroy it because it is the vengeance of the lord the vengeance for his temple so it's  
10:46  
telling us right there that babylon has hijacked  
10:51  
the temple now today what is going on in the location of the  
10:57  
temple where the temples used to stand the temple  
11:03  
of god is the temple mount what's on it but the dome of the rock  
11:09  
it is the hijacking of the temple of god now you might say well we mean he's talking about the 
destruction of the  
11:15  
temple well a little bit later in this uh powerpoint in this teaching i'm going to show you who 
actually destroyed the  
11:21  
temple in 70 a.d it will be alarming to you at the very end of this presentation to discover who  
11:28  
really destroyed the temple it's all connected to the very end of age  
11:34  
the flying scroll in zechariah chapter five verse one very interesting uh allegory uh and and uh a 
picture  
11:42  
of something that is alive and very well much uh put in its place today and ready  



11:48  
for destruction in zechariah 5 where's one the flying scroll then i turned and raised my eyes 
zechariah sees this  
11:53  
vision he saw a flying scroll and he said to me what do you see so i answered i see a flying scroll 
its  
12:00  
length is 20 cubits it's with 10 cubits then he said to me this is the curse  
12:06  
that goes out over the face of the whole earth every thief will be expelled  
12:13  
according to this side of the scroll and every perjurer shall be expelled  
12:18  
according to that side of it i will send out the curse says the lord  
12:23  
of hosts it shall enter into the house of the thief and the house of the one who swears falsely by 
my name  
12:30  
it shall remain in the midst of his house and consume it with its timbers  
12:36  
and stones and if you look in other places where it describes uh this scroll  
12:41  
or describes what happens to the people when this when this when this is brought into their 
house it is utter  
12:47  
annihilation now what can you think of that destroys timbers and stones in another place it  
12:54  
says that it melts this tongues inside of their mouths as they're standing there melted  
13:01  
nothing other than a nuclear missile how do we know that well we go  
13:07  
to zechariah 511 and we find out even where this missile is being held  
13:14  
he said to me to build a house talking about this basket for it in the land of shinar  
13:20  
when it is ready the basket will be set there on its base so what he saw was he  
13:25  
saw either the nuclear missile in a crate or in some sort of uh what he considered  
13:31  
a basket maybe carrying ingredients for it there's a lead  
13:37  
there is a lead cover that goes over the top of this basket which is exactly what happens when 
you have to separate the  
13:43  
materials in a nuclear facility or a nuclear missile that lead is there so  
13:48  



what however he has no idea what this is but he's looking at it and to him this  
13:54  
is what it looks like and he says it's going to be taken to the land of shinar and it's going to be set 
on its base and  
13:59  
this is that weapon or that curse that's going to be put onto  
14:04  
this group of people so i looked up i thought wow where is the land of shinar so looked up in the 
middle east because  
14:10  
of course it's not going to be somewhere in south dakota so i looked up in shinar where shinar 
would be in the uh in the  
14:17  
near east and this is what i found shinar is  
14:23  
right here it is right on the border of iraq and  
14:29  
iran and if you could see even closer i decided you know what i wonder  
14:36  
this is this is shinar this entire section right here i wonder where iran's nuclear facilities  
14:43  
are so i did a little research on that and i discovered that iran's nuclear  
14:49  
facilities are right here  
14:54  
can you see that this is the iran's nuclear facility is right dead  
15:01  
center on the southern part of shinar directly  
15:06  
north of mecca and it's called darkhoven nuclear  
15:12  
facility ladies and gentlemen this is the nuclear facility that the united states and the united 
nations is up in  
15:19  
arms about right now and has been for years do you think it  
15:24  
is coincidence that that nuclear facility is located directly north of  
15:31  
mystery babylon the very mecca that is prophesied to be destroyed now why would  
15:38  
iran or why would the kings of the north want to destroy their own people they  
15:45  
cannot stand saudi arabia ladies and gentlemen because to them now listen to this because you 
know the scriptures it  
15:51  
says that all of the nation's with babylon that's exactly  



15:58  
what they say about saudi arabia the arabs and islam says that saudi  
16:04  
arabia is whoring with the world by selling its oil  
16:09  
and they hate her for it because they don't want the oil to be going to making the rest of the world 
rich they want the  
16:15  
wealth to stay in the family if you will and so that is something that's very  
16:21  
interesting that i discovered is shinar and the nuclear facility all located in the same  
16:26  
place along with zechariah saying that this is where the base is going to be set let's dig into 
nimrod in shinar i  
16:32  
wanted to find out okay what's the history of shinar did a little homework in the tanakh in the old 
testament discovered this in genesis chapter 10  
16:39  
verse 8 it says this cush beget nimrod nimrod was the great grandson of noah by  
16:45  
the way he's the guy if you've watched the truth or tradition uh teaching about christmas and 
easter you discover nimrod  
16:51  
is ends up dying and get they deify him to make him the sun god he's the baal of  
16:57  
the old testament so when you see baal and asteroth baal is the sun god astrath ends up  
17:03  
being the bear-breasted fertility goddess of the east she ends up being ishtar or modern day today 
easter if  
17:10  
you've never heard that i encourage you to get truth to tradition that hour and 50 minutes will 
absolutely give you a  
17:16  
new perspective but here's where we discover nimrod and shine are he was a mighty  
17:22  
hunter before the lord therefore it is said like nimrod the mighty hunter before the lord and the 
beginning of his  
17:27  
kingdom was babel eric akad and kal-ne in the land of  
17:34  
shinar isn't that interesting ladies and gentlemen is that if you go back to the  
17:40  
map of what i just showed you the land of shinar on the border of iraq and iran  
17:45  
is the very place that nimrod himself baal the ark enemy of the  
17:53  



jehovah god yahweh himself set up his camp from which all of the earth has  
18:00  
been influenced to serve him and not even know it it's right there  
18:06  
right there in that location in the middle east is where all of this history has has taken  
18:12  
place she shack this is really fascinating jeremiah chapter 51 verse 41  
18:19  
says this oh how she shack babylon is taken  
18:25  
oh how the praise of the whole earth is seized so i thought okay wait a minute who what  
18:32  
is she shack it says it calls babylon she shack so what is she shack so i did  
18:38  
a little research on shishak because i first of all i thought of meshach and bendigo how many 
went there right  
18:44  
well you would be actually very correct very very right on uh the the uh  
18:50  
the right road because here's what it is shishak babylon called so from the goddess shack  
18:58  
because remember when when they went into when daniel and his three compadres went into 
babylon  
19:04  
they got new names did they not so would it surprise you that some of their names were 
connected to the  
19:09  
deities of that land so shock  
19:15  
to whom a five-day festival was kept during which as in the roman saturnalia  
19:21  
the most unbridled licentiousness was permitted  
19:26  
and so one of the main gods in babylon was a goddess it was a female god  
19:35  
named shaq to whom there was a festival of which the roman saturnalia eventually  
19:43  
evolved from now i don't know if you know your history enough but what you discover is  
19:48  
the roman saturday nail you feast the 12 days of christmas that comes from the 12 days of the 
roman  
19:56  
saturday elia feast back in two millennia ago  
20:02  
and that was to the sun god guess what this feast was to  
20:09  



his wife that's right who is shaq nothing other than the goddess ishtar the great diana  
20:17  
of ephesus found in the great kaaba stone of mecca if that's the first time you heard that  
20:23  
i encourage you to go back and watch part two where i unpack that and show all the way from 
the first century in  
20:29  
the book of acts of diana is found all the way that same stone is found in mecca in the 
cobblestone and it  
20:37  
all goes back to ishtar the goddess of the east the wife of baal and so we see  
20:43  
right here that babylon is connected again to the goddess of ishtar she shows  
20:49  
up everywhere you can't get away from her because she is controlling that spirit that jezebel 
spirit that female  
20:56  
goddess is controlling much of what's happening in this earth today  
21:01  
and of course we know that the origins of that is nothing but satan himself  
21:06  
all right so that's the destruction of babylon now we're going to turn our focus into mystery or 
excuse me the  
21:12  
beast of revelation itself are you ready here we go  
21:18  
first of all the number one rule of war as we move through all of these scriptures is to know  
21:24  
your enemy know your enemy  
21:30  
a great soldier once said the great general once said you do not have to have a very good strategy  
21:37  
you only need to know the strategy of your enemy if you know the strategy of your enemy  
21:42  
you can you can manipulate your strategy to go around or to prevent his strategy  
21:48  
from coming true so you need to know your enemy secondly you need to know where the fight is 
ephesians chapter 6  
21:53  
verse 12 says for our struggle is not against flesh and blood but against the rulers against the 
principalities powers  
21:59  
of this present darkness and the rulers of the spiritual forces of evil in the heavenly realms that is 
where the fight  
22:05  



is the fight's not with your husband the fight's not with your wife the fight is not with the 
government the fight is  
22:10  
with the spiritual entities that are controlling this earth waiting for their judgment trying to  
22:16  
cause as much havoc as they can in the process understanding the enemy is half the  
22:23  
battle so let's go over a quick overview of what we're going to talk about and what we're going to 
unpack in this next  
22:29  
45 minutes nebuchadnezzar's statue in daniel chapter 2. daniel chapter 7 we're going to walk  
22:35  
through and talk about the four beasts that's talked about there we're going to jump into daniel 
chapter 8 and we're  
22:40  
going to talk about the ram and the goat we're also going to are going to go into the new 
testament  
22:45  
in revelation 13. we're going to talk about the beast that arises out of the sea that the apostle john 
sees and also  
22:52  
revelation 17 that talks about the rise of the very last beast and that's where we're going to put a 
focus on because we  
22:59  
are living in the in the days the very last days the end of the age if you will  
23:05  
of the rise of the last beast if we don't know who the last beast is  
23:11  
we will be ill-prepared in even understanding where we're at on the timeline  
23:18  
many prophecy teachers are looking to prophesy i am not trying to prophesy anything i'm  
23:24  
not trying to forecast or be a fortune teller i believe that god put the  
23:30  
book of revelation daniel isaiah ezekiel all the prophecies that deal with the end of age are there 
and they're clouded  
23:36  
and cloaked in mystery for one purpose so that as it happens you'll know where you're at on the 
timeline  
23:43  
i don't believe it's for forecasting i believe it's for understanding the forecast okay  
23:49  
understanding what the weather temperature is if you will so let's dig in starting in daniel  
23:55  
chapter two if you have your bibles you can turn there with me i'm gonna read quickly for the 
sake of time we have a  



24:00  
lot to go through the head of that statue so nebuchadnezzar sees this dream right he sees this 
statue  
24:07  
nobody can understand his dream so they find out that in the kingdom daniel can interpret 
dreams so daniel comes up and  
24:15  
he comes to nebuchadnezzar and tells nebuchadnezzar what he saw and he says the head of that 
statue was made of fine  
24:22  
gold its breasts and its arms of silver its belly and its thighs of bronze  
24:28  
its legs of iron its feet partly of iron and partly of clay  
24:36  
you continued looking until the stone was cut without hands and it struck the statue on its feet of 
iron and clay and  
24:44  
crushed them so he sees this statue of different metals and and metallic  
24:49  
things and then he sees this giant mountain come out of nowhere this big uh  
24:55  
piece of earth that's cut out of a mountain hits the feet and destroys the entire  
25:00  
the entire statue so what we've discovered is we discovered the statue as you see on the graphic 
to your right  
25:07  
has a golden head we know that that is babylon we'll get we'll get to how we know that just a 
moment from 612 to 539  
25:14  
bc babylon was the ruler of the then known world  
25:20  
then came the medial persians this comes 539 to 331 bc where media persia was  
25:26  
then took over babylon and they were the known rulers of the world then number three greece 
alexander the great comes  
25:33  
on the scene and he goes insane conquering the world faster than anybody else the scriptures talk 
about that and  
25:40  
he's there from 331 all the way to 168 bc nearing the time of yeshua actually  
25:47  
nearing the time of the feast of hanukkah and where the feast of dedication comes from and 
antiochus  
25:53  
epiphanes and and the uh and the temple that got uh decimated uh that whole  
25:59  



story if you'd never understood the story of hanukkah i encourage you to get uh the dvd or watch 
the teaching that i  
26:06  
did on hanukkah uh christmas and the antichrist i think is what it's called and it goes through uh 
that whole story  
26:13  
about 176 bc when the temple was desecrated they came in put a statue of  
26:18  
zeus in the temple the abomination of desolation happened right there and that  
26:23  
entire story which is untold in christianity is retold in the new testament at the end  
26:29  
times retold in the book of nan daniel when the abomination of desolation happens again  
26:35  
in the temple mount again and so you need to learn these things and learn uh some of this history 
because this is  
26:41  
where it's at and then the fourth part of the statue that nebuchadnezzar saw ends up being  
26:47  
rome 168 bc to ad70.  
26:52  
excuse me ad476 i think is what it says yes okay  
26:58  
and the bottom of the statue the the the statue thighs going down the legs is rome and then it  
27:05  
splits into two feet and it says that the feet are mixture of clay  
27:12  
and iron now this is really interesting because it's it has had prophecy students and  
27:17  
scholars baffled for hundreds of years trying to discover especially in modern  
27:22  
times what is this clay and iron mixture i'm going to submit to you tonight what  
27:28  
i believe the clay and iron feet mixture is i believe that the closer that we get to the messiah 
revelation and knowledge  
27:35  
increases we get to see how things develop in the world today uh and uh praise god through 
through technology  
27:42  
and being able to search all kinds of documents both biblical and extra biblical we can come to 
some conclusions  
27:48  
and we're going to do that tonight virtually all of modern day prophecy scholars interpret the feet 
as the  
27:54  
divided roman empire both half iron and half clay and they are dead right hands  



28:00  
down the bible makes it very clear that it's rome rome ended up splitting into  
28:05  
two kingdoms a western kingdom and an eastern kingdom  
28:11  
we'll talk about that in just a minute i'll show you a map daniel chapter 2 verse 44 says this and  
28:18  
in the days of these kings the god of heaven will set up a kingdom what kings  
28:24  
it's talking about the ten kings that come out from that fourth kingdom and so  
28:30  
from that last kingdom there is ten toes there is ends up being  
28:35  
ten horns in revelation and those ten kings are going to be  
28:41  
still in operation when the messiah shows up now it doesn't mean those exact people  
28:49  
that are ruling but those countries will still be in operation and wouldn't you know it that when 
rome  
28:57  
divided it divided into 10 main countries  
29:03  
some in the east some in the west and the section to the  
29:10  
west ended up being what's known as europe today every single one of those kings when  
29:17  
europe split is here today the stage is set the kings the kingdoms are all in  
29:24  
place what we want to find out is what about the kingdom in the east what about the  
29:31  
the eastern side of rome that last fourth beast what happened to those  
29:37  
kings where are they where does that show up in prophecy  
29:44  
in 476 a.d half of the roman empire was conquered and it ceased to exist  
29:52  
so almost all prophecy experts and scholars will tell you that it goes babylon media persia greece 
and rome  
30:02  
but then they leave off the fact that half of the roman empire which is why they leave it off 
because half the roman  
30:08  
empire completely was destroyed and overtaken overtaken by who  
30:14  
so how do we know which kingdoms are being represented well if you go to daniel chapter 2 it 
tells you that  



30:20  
babylon is the gold it tells you that media persia is the silver it tells you that greece is the bronze 
it tells you  
30:27  
that rome is the iron and and the fifth the fifth one or the bottom is the nation in the same  
30:34  
geographic location with the strength of iron rome but it's mixed with a people of clay so  
30:42  
as you move down that very long the long legs of the statue of nebuchadnezzar and  
30:48  
the iron legs it splits into two kingdoms and then it splits again if you will  
30:55  
into miry clay and iron and what we've got to discover and what uh uh biblical  
31:02  
prophecy has been shaking their heads and scratching their heads over is what is this clay  
31:09  
and so this these feet the two feet of rome are found on this map just like this  
31:16  
they're split on this side the western roman empire ended up being europe today and the eastern 
roman empire ends up  
31:24  
being over here where you've got turkey and you've got iraq iran egypt and the  
31:30  
mediterranean over here that ended up being the eastern roman empire so the western roman 
empire overtook all of  
31:36  
this side of the mediterranean and the eastern roman empire took this side it is the pink side if 
you will the eastern  
31:43  
roman empire which was taken over and destroyed in the late 400s  
31:50  
so i decided to look up the word mixed what does the word mixed mean and i discovered that 
this mixed  
31:56  
this mixture of the clay and the iron the word mixed itself is the word arab  
32:05  
it's the very word for mix in hebrew is arab  
32:11  
south well you know maybe that's a coincidence well let's keep going and we'll dig into the four 
beasts of daniel  
32:17  
chapter seven because what i'm going to suggest to you today is that the mixture of the iron and 
the clay is the mixture  
32:25  
of the of the western side of rome which is european community and  
32:31  



the eastern side of rome if you will which ends up being  
32:36  
islam or the arab people not necessarily the same thing the four beasts of daniel  
32:43  
chapter seven i'm going fast here because i you can go back through and go through this one at a 
time we have a lot  
32:48  
of information to go through and i want to get near the end and kind of put it all together for you 
but daniel chapter 7 verse 17 says this these great beasts  
32:57  
which are four in number so this is the same four that we just went through  
33:03  
these four beasts are for a number they're four kings who arise from the earth  
33:09  
so he tells us what these beasts are they're actually four kings thus he said the fourth beast will be 
a fourth  
33:16  
kingdom so we're talking about this fourth kingdom which will be different from all of the other 
kingdoms and it will devour the  
33:24  
whole earth and tread it down and crush it as for the ten horns because on this  
33:30  
beast he saw ten horns out of the kingdom comes ten kings so out of this  
33:36  
fourth beast come ten kings those end up being the ten european nations they will  
33:42  
arise and another will arise after them he will be different from all the other  
33:48  
previous ones and he will subdue three of those kings we've yet to see that but that is  
33:54  
something that's on the stage in prophecy ten kings one extra one the eleventh one will  
34:01  
subdue three of those ten kings there's a lot of stuff happening in the middle east right now and 
when a kingdom gets  
34:08  
toppled there's a possibility we could be reading scripture so here we go let's go through the 
seven  
34:14  
heads so we can kind of get a picture i'm a visual number one the kingdom of babylon is a lion 
depicted as a lion the  
34:22  
kingdom of media persia is depicted as a bear the kingdom of greece  
34:27  
is a four-headed leopard why because greece which was led by alexander the  
34:33  
great when he uh conquered all of this area of the known world eventually  



34:40  
he died and his four sons split the kingdom into four different countries  
34:45  
and that ended up being greece turkey the assyria area and egypt okay that's  
34:51  
going to be critical uh when we get into revelation and then the last one is rome so the  
34:58  
seven heads end up being the lion the bear the four heads of the leopard and  
35:05  
then the terrible uh the you know i put a dinosaur up here but the terrible because he doesn't 
know  
35:11  
what it is it's not a beast he's ever seen it just says it's terrible uh looking beast and it had 10 
horns  
35:19  
so the reason why this is critical to go through this in the book of daniel is because this exact 
same beast is going  
35:25  
to show up in the revelation book and it's going to give us a little bit more detail so let's talk 
about the symbol let's get  
35:32  
a key going here so we can know what are mountains what are kingdoms what are horns all of 
these things first of all  
35:38  
heads and beasts are kingdoms so when you're reading prophecy and if you want to be a student 
of this you need to know  
35:45  
that heads and beasts are not heads and beasts they are simply a a picture giving you a  
35:54  
a a picture if you will of kingdoms that's what it's meant by that is kingdoms horns and 
mountains are kings  
36:02  
so you see horns typically in the old testament you'll see mountains in revelation and they're 
talking about the  
36:08  
same exact thing so heads and beasts are kingdoms horns and mountains  
36:13  
are kings so let's plug some of those definitions into what some of the things  
36:19  
we just read and we will uh we will discover a little bit more of what the scriptures  
36:25  
have to offer all right if you'll turn with me to back to daniel chapter seven verse four through 
eight  
36:32  
and we'll read daniel chapter seven four three four three and we'll walk through it  
36:38  



here we go the first was like a lion it had eagle's wings  
36:43  
i watched it till its wings were plucked off it was lifted up from the earth and made to stand on 
two feet like a man  
36:51  
and its man's heart was given to it and suddenly  
36:57  
another beast a second like a bear it was raised up on one side and it had  
37:02  
three ribs in its mouth between its teeth and they said to it arise devour much  
37:09  
flesh it's media persia after this i looked and there was another like a leopard which had on its 
back four wings of a  
37:16  
bird this beast also had four heads and dominion was given to it this was  
37:22  
the beast of greece the empire of of greece after this i saw in the night visions  
37:28  
and behold a fourth beast dreadful and terrible exceedingly strong it had huge  
37:34  
iron teeth it was devouring breaking in pieces and trampling the  
37:40  
residue with its feet it was different from all the other beasts that were before it and it had ten  
37:46  
horns that's the scripture that we went over and that beast  
37:52  
which you can see in our depiction of it right there let's connect this to revelation chapter  
37:57  
13. and the dragon stood on the sand of the seashore then i saw a beast coming up  
38:04  
out of the sea having ten horns ten kings and seven heads  
38:09  
seven kingdoms and on his horns were ten diadems or  
38:14  
crowns and on his heads were blasphemous names and the beast which i saw was like a  
38:21  
leopard so the main body was like a leopard its feet were like those of a bear  
38:28  
its mouth was like the mouth of a lion and the dragon gave him his power and  
38:33  
his throne and great authority i saw one of his heads as if it had been  
38:39  
slain and his fatal wound was healed and so this is where we're going to begin to  
38:45  
camp out a little bit and slow down because i want you to understand that what we're talking 
about here is not  



38:51  
just vivid imagery these are kingdoms that daniel talked  
38:56  
about we know exactly who these kingdoms are we know exactly when they existed so  
39:02  
we know that this beast that comes out at the end of days in revelation is a  
39:07  
unified beast that has characteristics of all four of the previous beast of babylon  
39:16  
of media persia of greece and of rome but i want you to notice that the main  
39:23  
body is greece so the main power is going to be similar the main power of this beast  
39:30  
is going to be similar to alexander the great very swift very powerful  
39:36  
and very short-lived now let's go to revelation 17 because there's another beast here  
39:46  
then one of the seven angels who had the seven bulls come and spoke with me came and spoke 
with me saying come here i  
39:52  
will show you the judgment of the great harlot who sits on many waters waters by the way 
represents people so the harlot  
39:59  
is somebody who sits uh over many people has influence over a lot of people  
40:06  
with which whom the kings of the earth committed acts of immorality and those who dwell on 
the earth were made drunk  
40:12  
with the wine which we discovered was oil of her immorality and he carried me  
40:17  
away in the spirit into a wilderness and i saw a woman sitting on a scarlet beast  
40:23  
full of blasphemous names right from revelation 13 having seven heads  
40:29  
and ten horns so we have a united beast the kingdom of  
40:34  
babylon media persia greece and rome all represented again in  
40:41  
revelation at the end of time these kingdoms are going to be coming back and showing their 
characteristics and their  
40:48  
ugly heads of the lion the bear and the leopard  
40:53  
and the wild beast so revelation 17 4 says this and the woman was clothed in purple and scarlet  
41:01  
was adorned with gold and precious stones and pearls having in her hand a golden cup  



41:06  
full of abominations and the unclean things of her immorality and on her forehead a name was 
written  
41:13  
a mystery babylon the great the mother of harlots in all of the abominations of  
41:19  
the earth and we discovered how babylon the great is connected that mother it's  
41:24  
a feminine goddess we recognize that it goes all the way back to ishtar of the  
41:30  
bible bale's wife the bare breast of fertility goddess of the east they were they worshipped when 
the sun came up  
41:36  
from the east and she through time ends up being the goddess of diana of the ephesians that same 
stone goes into  
41:44  
mecca it's the kaaba stone that islam worships today and that is the very seat  
41:50  
of where the harlot sits today  
41:55  
and i saw the woman drunk on the blood of the saints and with the blood of the witnesses of 
yeshua when i saw her i  
42:03  
wondered greatly and the angel said to me why do you wonder  
42:08  
i will tell you the mystery of the woman and the beast that carries her which has the seven heads 
and the ten horns  
42:16  
the beast that you saw was and is not  
42:22  
and is about to come up out of the abyss and go to the destruction now i don't know about you  
42:27  
but if you're john john's sitting there and he's confused and all of a sudden the angel says don't  
42:32  
worry john i'm going to explain it to you the beast that was is not is going to come back  
42:39  
thanks mr angel that was very helpful you can go fly around somewhere else now  
42:44  
i get it not at all he was very confused and those who dwell on the earth whose name  
42:50  
has not been written in the book of life from the foundation of the world will wonder when they 
see the beast  
42:58  
now i don't know about you but for those of you that believe that prophecy is not important to 
study it says right here  
43:04  



that only those who whose name is not written in the lamb's book of life are  
43:09  
going to wonder what's going on with this beast everyone that's a child of the living god is going 
to know  
43:15  
when they see it here's the mind which has wisdom  
43:21  
the seven heads are seven kingdoms there's seven mountains on which the  
43:26  
woman sits so there are seven kingdoms  
43:31  
they are the seven kings five have fallen one is  
43:37  
and the other has not yet come and when he comes he must remain a little while so now the angel 
is giving  
43:44  
a timeline to john now remember what's critical to understand about this is to know that  
43:51  
this is at the time of john so this word is not an eternal word here this is not cannot be interpreted 
on any other  
43:58  
timeline because it's very specific it's talking about events that are past  
44:03  
events that are present and events that are future so in order to know what is past present our 
future  
44:09  
we have to know where we're at on the timeline and it's right here in the time of the apostle john 
2 000 years ago  
44:17  
so at the time of the prophecy here's what we've got we have egypt these are all the the  
44:23  
seven uh kings that have that uh that that the book of revelation is talking about we're gonna talk 
about the five  
44:29  
that were fallen egypt assyria babylon in 612 through 539 bc  
44:36  
media persia greece those five kingdoms had fallen in the  
44:44  
time when john heard this in the time that john heard this prophecy rome  
44:51  
was the sixth the sixth one the sixth kingdom the fourth beast but the sixth kingdom the  
44:58  
five before it had fallen but that one was so when you go back to revelation it  
45:04  
says that five had fallen one is and one will come after that  
45:12  



this is what he's talking about and then the seven and eight are question marks in john's mind he 
has no  
45:18  
idea he knows the five that have fallen egypt assyria babylon media persia and greece and he 
knows that the one is  
45:24  
today ruling the world is rome but he had no idea what's coming up after rome and what comes 
up after that one  
45:31  
well we do because history is on our side so let's go back to the two feet of rome  
45:37  
because that's the last kingdom or the last beast that's talked about  
45:42  
excuse me not the last kingdom but it's the last beast so out of that last beast is the next two 
kingdoms that are going  
45:49  
to come and what we discovered is in the eastern  
45:54  
roman empire in 1483 i believe is when the eastern roman empire was destroyed and it was  
46:02  
overtaken by the ottomans by the turks and the the turks and the ottomans  
46:08  
overtook the eastern roman empire now what's fascinating is that rome's original capital when it 
split  
46:16  
was moved and guess where it was moved to constantinople  
46:26  
constantinople was the was the was the original capital  
46:32  
of rome today what is constantinople's name  
46:39  
istanbul turkey so if we look at it through modern eyes and we go back we discover that the very  
46:46  
seat of the roman empire of that fourth beast of which  
46:53  
is the fifth or excuse me the sixth kingdom the seventh kingdom it says that it that  
46:59  
will come because remember it said five have fallen one is that's the one in john's time  
47:05  
that's rome then one is going to come after that we know that the ottoman  
47:10  
empire was the empire that ruled all of eastern rome  
47:17  
happened in 1453 a.d and its capital was istanbul ladies and gentlemen look hard  
47:22  
at this picture because this is where the end times prophecies begin  



47:28  
is with that seventh kingdom because there's only one left and it says that  
47:33  
that seventh kingdom is going to have a wound and go away and then it's gonna  
47:39  
say it's gonna come back as the eighth here is the turkish ottoman empire flag  
47:48  
isn't that interesting that the seventh beast is connected to the very flag that we  
47:55  
talked about in part two which is the very symbol of babylon  
48:02  
4 000 years earlier the very symbol of the sun god and the  
48:09  
moon god this is the symbol of baal and ishtar right here  
48:16  
and so the symbol of islam in the symbol of the turkish ottoman empire is bearing  
48:22  
the actual chest symbol if you will  
48:28  
of the arch enemy of god hands down would it not surprise you that that  
48:33  
would end up being the fight at the end of time jacob versus esau good versus evil  
48:40  
the sign of god versus the sign of satan it has to show up and when that sign  
48:45  
shows back up you know you're definitely in the end days and it did in 1453.  
48:52  
revelation chapter 17 verse 11 we uncover a little bit more information it says the beast which 
was  
48:59  
and is not is himself also the eighth  
49:04  
and is one of the seven so it's a little bit of a riddle here and he goes to destruction the ten horns  
49:11  
which you saw are ten kings who will have not yet received a kingdom but they receive authority 
as kings with the  
49:18  
beast for one hour these have one purpose and they give their power and authority to the beast  
49:24  
there is much speculation on who those kings actually are we don't know if they have uh if they 
exist today but they  
49:31  
have not been given a kingdom so we don't know who they are they could be a a uh  
49:36  
a contingency plan of the united nations where there are 10 a people that have been designated 
that when something  



49:42  
catastrophic happens in the world or the earth realm or in the united states these 10 regions  
49:48  
immediately are now given regions of the earth to make sure that things go smooth we just don't 
know  
49:53  
quite frankly maybe someone else knows but in my opinion with my study i do not see and there 
is not a  
49:58  
consensus out there of exactly what those ten kings are but what we do know is that it says that 
the seventh beast  
50:06  
is also the eighth beast so we let's find out if the ottoman  
50:12  
empire being the seventh beast is actually fit the description of the  
50:17  
eighth as well those two by the way those ten kings could easily be ten arab nations  
50:27  
just a thought where does the antichrist come from it's a big question where does the antichrist  
50:33  
come from where does it come from does it come from america does it come from the middle 
east does it come from the  
50:38  
far-right where does the antichrist come from the scriptures tell us very clearly and very 
specifically i believe  
50:46  
exactly where he comes from we just have to know how to decipher it so let's go to daniel 
chapter eight  
50:53  
just one chapter over and we're gonna start in verse five and  
50:59  
through seven it's just a few verses  
51:04  
he sees another vision and i was considering this vision and he sees it says i suddenly a male goat 
came out of  
51:11  
the west across the surface of the entire earth without touching the ground  
51:18  
and the goat had a notable horn between his eyes then he came to the ram that had two  
51:23  
horns which i had seen stand before the river and ran at him with furious power  
51:31  
i saw him confronting the ram he was moved with rage against him attacked the ram and broke 
his two horns  
51:39  



there was no power in the ram to withstand him but he cast him down to the ground and trampled 
on him and there  
51:45  
was no one that could deliver him from his hand and what we discovered through history and 
further on in the scriptures  
51:51  
it tells us that this this goat is alexander the great which is representing greece when he  
51:58  
when he took over the known world at that time it was from king darius of persia so greece the 
goat which is  
52:06  
alexander the great came so fast he came and he defeats persia taking over the  
52:12  
world but then the bible says that he became arrogant and at the height of his career his horn  
52:20  
was broken and then it says that out of the place where that one horn was broken  
52:27  
four horns grew in all different directions we know that those ended up being the four generals or 
the four sons  
52:34  
of alexander the great why is this so critical because the  
52:39  
little horn is the antichrist and it says that the little horn comes  
52:46  
out from one of those four horns  
52:51  
so it is telling us the geographical location of where  
52:57  
the antichrist is going to be coming from has to be one of those four daniel 8 9  
53:04  
out of one of them came forth a rather small horn which grew exceedingly great  
53:11  
so there are the four horns and those from one of those four horns  
53:17  
it's right here ladies and gentlemen it's in the same shocking location  
53:22  
of eastern rome which is the where the ottoman empire took over it's not from  
53:28  
europe it's from the eastern side that is where from the assyria turkey  
53:35  
egypt and greece it is only from those areas that  
53:40  
the antichrist can come from because it tells us in the scriptures  
53:46  
well what's really interesting is it tells us in daniel 11 6-15 that it has to come from  
53:52  



the king of the north from one of the kings of the north so daniel 11 verses 6 through 15  
54:00  
let's read it together and it says and at the end of some years they shall join forces for the 
daughter of the king of  
54:06  
the south shall go to the king of the north to make agreement but she shall not retain the power of  
54:11  
her authority and neither he nor his authority shall stand but he shall be given up with those who 
brought her and  
54:18  
with him who begot her and with him who strengthen her in those times but from a branch of her 
roots one shall arise in  
54:25  
his place who shall come with an army enter the fortress of the king of the north and deal with 
them and prevail he  
54:33  
shall also carry their gods captive to egypt and their princes and their precious articles of silver 
and gold and  
54:39  
he shall continue more years than the king of the north also the king of the north shall come to  
54:45  
the kingdom of the kingdom of the south but shall return to his own land however his sons shall 
stir up strife  
54:52  
and assemble a multitude of great forces and one shall certainly come and overwhelm and pass 
through then he shall  
54:59  
return his fortress and stir up strife and the king of the south shall be moved with rage and go out 
and fight with him  
55:06  
with the king of the north who shall muster a great multitude but the multitude shall be given into 
the hand  
55:12  
of his enemy when he has taken away the multitude his heart will be lifted up and be made proud 
he will cast down tens of  
55:19  
thousands but he will not prevail for the king of the north will return and muster a multitude 
greater than the  
55:25  
former and he shall certainly come at the end of some years with a great army  
55:30  
and much equipment verse 14 now in those times many shall rise up against the king of the south  
55:36  
also violent men of your people shall exalt themselves in fulfillment of the vision but they shall 
fall  
55:43  



so the king of the north shall come and build a siege mound and take a fortified city and the 
forces of the south shall  
55:50  
not withstand him even his choice of troops shall have no strength to resist  
55:55  
but he who comes against him shall do according to his own will and no one shall stand against 
him he shall stand  
56:02  
in the glorious land with destruction in his power  
56:08  
and it goes on and continually talks the king of the north is somebody that we need to watch out 
for is the whole point  
56:14  
of that whole passage we know who the king of the north is how  
56:20  
revelation chapter chapter 2 verse 12 and to the angel the church and pergamos write these things 
say to has the sharp  
56:28  
two-edged sword i know your works and where you dwell where satan's throne is it gives  
56:35  
specific instructions before i go here and show you this on a map it gives specific instructions in 
the  
56:41  
prophets and it says that the king of the north is the king of the means we know exactly who that 
is today  
56:49  
in revelation chapter 2 it says that pergamus  
56:54  
let me just read it again and to the angel the church in pergamos right these things say to has a 
two-edged sharp  
57:00  
sword i know your works and where you dwell satan's throne is there now ladies  
57:06  
and gentlemen satan's throne is a specific location according to the  
57:12  
scriptures and if you know your history we know that it goes all the way back to nimrod  
57:17  
who called himself he was the great hunter he was the god  
57:22  
of the earth he put his land in the land of shinar he ruled all of those cities the land of  
57:30  
nineveh there are so many stories in the bible that are prophetic that are connected to the end of 
days if we do  
57:35  
our homework look at the maps discover where all these cities are we will find out that this the 
satan's seat has got  



57:42  
to be in the place of the last kingdom because that's where the antichrist  
57:48  
comes from is that seat so if we can find the last kingdom and we can find  
57:53  
where the seat of that kingdom is we will find exactly where the antichrist is going to be birthed 
from  
58:00  
so where is satan's throne well we better find out where pergamos  
58:05  
is and it'll be shocking to discover that pergamos is right here in the land  
58:11  
of turkey right in the same exact place ladies and  
58:17  
gentlemen in the very place where the beast both the fifth  
58:24  
sixth seventh eighth beast all had their power come from right here  
58:33  
shouldn't surprise you the very last piece is going to come from the very same place it is 
disappointing that there are some  
58:39  
prophecy scholars that believe that the united states has anything to do with this  
58:44  
you just have to follow the breadcrumbs it has always been about the the known  
58:49  
world at that time john was not seeing america and it doesn't have to say that america doesn't  
58:55  
play any part we definitely play a large part in helping the prophecies come true  
59:02  
so let me take a moment right now and and calm some of all of the fears that a lot of prophecy 
teachers begin to i believe  
59:08  
put into the hearts and minds of god's people that live here in the united states of america  
59:14  
of the doom and gloom and everything's going to fall apart and every and they pull out scriptures 
from daniel ezekiel  
59:20  
revelation and they say this is it we're the beasts we're the matter of fact in some cases we're 
everything  
59:26  
we're babylon we're the we're the beasts i mean we're we're every one of them we're the ram and 
the the goat  
59:33  
no we are simply a birth nation has nothing to do with  
59:39  



the prophecies of the bible that deal with the known world that john was looking at so what 
happens to all of the  
59:47  
punishment that happens to america that is going to happen it's very simple  
59:52  
it's the same punishment that happens to your children when they disobey you when we as a 
country disobey the law of the  
59:59  
kingdom that we say that we come from there will be punishment  
1:00:05  
but it's not prophetic punishment that is needs to be understood you're not  
1:00:11  
going to find i don't believe in my eschatology you're not going to find america's punishment 
found in the  
1:00:17  
scriptures what you are going to find is generic scriptures that talk about that when you  
1:00:23  
disobey the law of the lord god you will fall  
1:00:29  
and if america falls it won't be because we'll find her in prophecy it'll be because  
1:00:34  
we disobeyed our god we got to focus on what the bible says  
1:00:40  
in its context of the location of all of these things the beast and the last empire doesn't  
1:00:45  
come from the united states it comes from the same place that the seventh beast came from  
1:00:51  
or the seventh kingdom which was the ottoman empire so we go to the description of  
1:00:57  
the beast in revelation 13 2 again and it says in the beast which i saw was like a leopard  
1:01:03  
his feet were like those of a bear his mouth was like a lion and a dragon gave him his power and 
his throne in great authority so again the dragon we know  
1:01:11  
because it says it's the serpent of old the dragon is satan himself  
1:01:16  
the dragon is going to give his seat which we found out was where in pergamus right in turkey  
1:01:22  
he's going to give the antichrist he's going to give this beast his authority and his throne  
1:01:29  
that means when you give someone the throne what does that mean in ancient days  
1:01:36  
there is a transfer of authority a kingdom is about to be birthed again  
1:01:43  
we talk about magog a lot right we hear any any of you heard of gog and magog  
1:01:49  



i don't have time to go on this because it could be an entire teaching in itself but gog and magog 
according to all kinds  
1:01:55  
of prophecy people when they show you a map they'll pull it right out of russia  
1:02:00  
and they'll say that's the king of the north but interestingly enough if you go to ezekiel 38 verse 2 
it says  
1:02:07  
son of man set your face against gog the land of magog the chief prince of meshech and tubal  
1:02:14  
meshech anybody remember that prophecy against him and say this is  
1:02:20  
what the sovereign lord says i'm against you og the chief prince of meshech and tubal so if we 
want to figure out the  
1:02:27  
gog and magog war we better know where meshach and tubal is and where gog and magog is so 
when you look at prophecy  
1:02:35  
people because they're reading their current events into the scriptures they  
1:02:41  
pull it right all the way back into russia the cold war and they'll say that's magog  
1:02:47  
but if you look at biblical scholars and map specialists  
1:02:53  
you discover that magog gomer meshech tubal are all  
1:02:59  
right here in one area and when it shocked you  
1:03:05  
what that same area is  
1:03:11  
is turkey it's the same area we've been talking about for hours now  
1:03:19  
gog and magog war coming from the saint coming to a theater near you coming to the same  
1:03:24  
country that it came from a couple thousand years ago  
1:03:30  
istanbul turkey so let's look at istanbul turkey let's let's do a zoom in on istanbul turkey today and 
find out  
1:03:38  
first of all what does that look like let's find out did you know that today istanbul turkey  
1:03:45  
is called the golden horn it's actually called the golden horn the  
1:03:51  
very seat of satan himself the very capital of the eastern rome  
1:03:59  
the very capital of the ottoman empire the very place where all of these things  



1:04:05  
are going to come and take place the strongest arab nation alive today  
1:04:12  
is turkey would that surprise you or shock you it's a silent giant went ready to take  
1:04:20  
the helm matter of fact even recently turkey is the one that is brokering  
1:04:26  
peace talks turkey is the one that everyone is looking to in the middle east you're not seeing this 
in the news  
1:04:33  
it's in underground news but turkey is the one that's taking hundreds of thousands almost a 
million people from  
1:04:41  
assyria alone because of the wars that are happening in the middle east right now as refugees 
turkey is the one that  
1:04:48  
the united states wants to get their uh their people and our armies into turkey so that we can 
launch turkey is the  
1:04:55  
place that we need to be looking for 70 a.d the temple in jerusalem was  
1:05:01  
destroyed by the 10th legion of rome so an untrained person would think that it  
1:05:06  
was the romans who destroyed the temple watch this prophetically it was the  
1:05:12  
romans it was the roman leadership that called out and said we need to destroy the temple  
1:05:18  
but who actually did the real live destruction of the temple this is  
1:05:23  
incredible the 10th legion was actually located in antioch why is that so  
1:05:29  
important because it was made up in antioch of mostly syrians and arabs  
1:05:35  
the people that the romans employed to destroy the temple in 70 a.d were the  
1:05:42  
very people that are going to arise at the end of day through the the rising of  
1:05:48  
the caliphate and the new world order of the ottoman empire in the in the middle  
1:05:53  
east it is those same exact ancestry that is still today trying to destroy  
1:06:00  
the temple again and the people of god should make sense why because it all  
1:06:05  
comes down to the very beginning of this series it's all jacob and esau it's all isaac and ishmael  
1:06:13  
prophetically the last time this will happen the same ethnic group will be involved  



1:06:21  
so some conclusions here number one kingdom egypt assyria babylon  
1:06:29  
media persia greek empire the roman empire we know  
1:06:34  
that number seven happened because we have it historically written down in 1453 they took over 
constantinople  
1:06:40  
turned the name to istanbul turkey and the ottoman empire took over lasted for  
1:06:46  
almost 500 years and then it had a deadly wound in 1924 when it was  
1:06:53  
destroyed by the rest of the world governments and today for the very first time in the  
1:07:00  
in in literally what is that almost 100 years 90 years  
1:07:09  
it is now reviving in the islamic state and they are calling for a caliphate  
1:07:15  
what is the caliphate caliphate is the revived ottoman empire it is a  
1:07:21  
theological a theocracy where the person that's theological is also the king and  
1:07:27  
it rules through their theology it rules through the  
1:07:33  
quran the eighth beast is that revived seventh beast  
1:07:40  
caliphate means it's a representative a man according to islam is the representative of people his 
god's vice  
1:07:47  
regent that is to say by virtue of the powers delegated to him and within the  
1:07:53  
limits prescribed by the quran and the teaching of the prophet the caliph is required to  
1:07:59  
exercise divine authority if you know your bible ladies and  
1:08:06  
gentlemen who does that sound like but the antichrist  
1:08:11  
who is a representative of the real divine authority does that make sense  
1:08:17  
the divine authority yeshua the messiah jesus the christ the antithesis of that  
1:08:22  
is someone who's going to claim to be the divine authority to have the powers of christ the 
powers of god on  
1:08:29  
earth right now that is the definition of the caliph and the caliphate is going to be the islamic  
1:08:36  



state that they are developing right now that you can watch on the news  
1:08:44  
other conclusions the beast of revelation is led by the head that was wounded  
1:08:50  
but was revived this is the turkish empire led by the  
1:08:55  
caliphate that is reviving from its deadly wound in 1924.  
1:09:00  
the woman riding the beast is saudi arabia who thinks she is invincible because of  
1:09:06  
her oil and is in control of the rest of the beast states because of her oil they  
1:09:13  
need her full control so there is massive underground hatred because saudi arabia  
1:09:20  
controls the entire world america is controlled by saudi arabia if  
1:09:26  
you had any idea how much control it has even been said that saudi arabia is  
1:09:33  
paying every ex-president i believe in the last 50 years 500 000 a  
1:09:39  
year after they get out of office why  
1:09:45  
massive control the money the gold find the gold you  
1:09:51  
find the one who makes the rules and the one who's really in power by the way is never the one 
whose face is on tv  
1:10:02  
of you are shaking your head because you understand real power is hidden  
1:10:08  
real power doesn't want to be exposed it wants to put a puppet up there so that  
1:10:13  
if the puppet ever gets shot the real power stays in power  
1:10:19  
sounds like the enemy and that's exactly right at some point number four in the future  
1:10:25  
there will be a war against saudi arabia for her oil watch it it's coming in the  
1:10:32  
process mecca will be destroyed as prophesied by both the bible and islam  
1:10:40  
so at the end of the day what do we do now because we've discovered who the beast is we know 
who the is we know who  
1:10:46  
these kingdoms are we know who the last beast is that's going to be arising from the  
1:10:52  
earth we know the watch out for turkey turkey is going to be the mastermind it's going to be the 
strong powerful  



1:10:59  
leader that's going to put things together turkey is the is the hidden one it's the  
1:11:04  
one you don't hear about unless you do little google searches and you start listening to speeches 
that are done by  
1:11:10  
the turkish president and by those that are in theological circles over there and what you'll 
discover is the one  
1:11:15  
running the whole deal behind the scenes is turkey  
1:11:22  
daniel chapter 8 verse 27 says this and daniel  
1:11:28  
fainted and was sick for days afterward i arose and went about the  
1:11:34  
king's business so at the end of this teaching and at the end of this series that i'm  
1:11:41  
finishing called the end of the age as you begin to understand a little bit more about how current 
events fit into  
1:11:47  
the bible and where we're at on the timeline listen there are only eight  
1:11:52  
kingdoms seven are totally complete by that fact alone we know we are in the  
1:11:59  
end and by the fact that the seventh is now coming back alive  
1:12:06  
the word caliphate how many of you ever heard of that 20 years ago didn't exist  
1:12:12  
it's coming back alive because the ottoman empire or that seventh beast is being healed  
1:12:19  
and it's worldwide  
1:12:24  
it can be a little bit scary so i wanted to end with this slide what do we do now  
1:12:30  
yes it was scary for daniel and he wasn't even nowhere near the end what happened with him he 
fainted and got  
1:12:36  
sick and what did he do after that he rose and he went about the king's business  
1:12:43  
and i want to encourage you today prophecy is not meant to scare you prophecy is meant to 
empower  
1:12:50  
you to understand that you should be about the king's business why because the king  
1:12:58  
is about to come back the king is about to take his rightful  
1:13:03  



throne and dethrone that eighth beast and he's gonna set up  
1:13:09  
his kingdom his throne his temple are you prepared for that  
1:13:15  
are you ready to meet your king are you about the king's business you know what most people do 
when they  
1:13:21  
feel like the end is coming they hoard  
1:13:27  
they held on to everything for what themselves does that sound like the character of  
1:13:34  
the messiah or a soldier you're not about the king's business you're about your own business  
1:13:41  
harsh words pastor jim no i'm speaking the truth god is not saying he doesn't want you to prepare 
but i'm here to tell  
1:13:47  
you did the israelites prepare on the 10th plague they were leaving their home ladies and  
1:13:53  
gentlemen with nothing not even a tent  
1:14:00  
clothes on their back how did they survive for 40 years and sandals never even wear out  
1:14:05  
let me encourage you your god is so big he loves you so much  
1:14:11  
he not only can heal you heal your family hear your spouse heal your  
1:14:16  
physical body he can actually take care of you in the end of days  
1:14:22  
you don't need to go buy guns you don't need to build a storm shelter  
1:14:29  
because my bible says that he who lives by the sword will die by the sword  
1:14:36  
if the enemy wants to come up to me take me because the one standing behind me can  
1:14:42  
raise me back up immediately or move that bullet around me i do not live by the sword i live by 
the sword of the  
1:14:48  
living spirit of the word of god and if i die by that sword then praise god i will live by that sword 
amen  
1:14:57  
stand with me tonight  
1:15:02  
let's give glory to the one who deserves glory and prayer  
1:15:10  
we are living in the end days i do believe we are but that does not mean that you stop  
1:15:15  



living you keep living you keep doing what god is calling you  
1:15:21  
to do you keep building his kingdom sharing his word  
1:15:28  
loving on your family prepare like in like yeshua is is not  
1:15:33  
coming for a hundred years but live like he's coming tomorrow  
1:15:39  
watch the news and know what you're looking at i hope that this teaching will help you be more 
prepared  
1:15:45  
and when late at night and when you want to do a little more homework that you'll know what to 
look up you'll read the scriptures and you have your key with  
1:15:51  
you i don't know what the end holds  
1:15:57  
but i know one thing i know who holds the end so father we come before you and i want  
1:16:04  
to thank you for holding us i want to thank you god that we have nothing to fear  
1:16:11  
for there's not a weapon that is formed against us that will ever stand we are your people  
1:16:17  
broken as we may but we're still your people  
1:16:22  
we're your inheritance god and you are ours  
1:16:27  
father i'm sorry that we're not a perfect inheritance that we are messed up and we hurt others  
1:16:35  
we speak harshly to one another we take on attributes  
1:16:41  
of the very antichrist that we talked about tonight the very beast sometimes we are two-faced 
two-headed  
1:16:48  
multiple horns trying to hurt people not even intentionally trying to hurt people but hurting 
people nonetheless  
1:16:54  
will you forgive us god forgive us for our waywardness forgive us for our tongues the wars that  
1:17:01  
we rage against one another sometimes within the confines in the walls of our own home  
1:17:09  
father i pray with everything in me  
1:17:14  
that you would destroy the beast inside of us the one that wants to  
1:17:21  
place itself in the holy of holies in the very temple  
1:17:28  



that we look at inside the mirror every day  
1:17:33  
father i pray that you would help people to understand the holiness that resides in the holy of 
holies  
1:17:41  
in our very temples that we are to keep it clean that if we let anything on that altar  
1:17:49  
it's an abomination god i pray that we would live our lives  
1:17:55  
in such a way that you will be pleased  
1:18:02  
father wake up your people around the world call out to your lost sheep help  
1:18:07  
them to understand the front of the book it matters  
1:18:15  
god help him to understand not just grace you're not judging by grace on judgment day  
1:18:22  
you're going to judge by your law so god thank you for your son who does  
1:18:28  
give us grace for breaking your law the lord teach us what it means to not break your  
1:18:34  
law to understand your statutes your commandments your decrees lord  
1:18:39  
ultimately your heart may the lord god bless you  
1:18:44  
and keep you may his face shine upon you  
1:18:50  
may he be gracious to you may his countenance be lifted up over you  
1:18:55  
and at the end of your day may he give you shalom  
1:19:01  
amen amen let's give the lord a praise offering tonight for how good he is  
1:19:12  
if you were blessed by this teaching please consider helping us reach the nations by making a 
donation today  
1:19:19  
thank you and god bless 
 


